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The Meaning of Work in Historical Contexts (2)
SAKAMAKI, Hideaki
 According to German historian Werner Conze, the meaning of work changed greatly during 
the 17th and 18th centuries. He referred to this change as the "economization" of work.
 Due to technological developments, work was freed from the limitations of Christian ethics, 
and there was a shift in emphasis toward “conquering nature” and deriving values based on 
work. Work was no longer thought of as burdensome or directly related to poverty. Instead, 
work was perceived to occupy a central role in the economic sphere and became a source of joy 
placing citizens on the road to happiness.
 Wealth could now be produced through work, including at the national level. Work thus 
became a key factor in the development of national power.
 As work began to be seen a route to personal happiness, and the freedom to choose one’s 
vocation came to be regarded as a human right, work began to be liberated from traditional 
restrictions. 
 However, in economic terms, work became a commodity that could be freely withdrawn. 
Thus, work was not guaranteed for everyone, so unemployment became unavoidable. 
Furthermore, the unequal distribution of wealth produced by work became problematic. 
Optimistic liberal economists thought that these problems could be solved by further 
development of the economy.
 Two reactions to this economized concept of work were particularly remarkable. The first of 
these was the French Revolution. During the revolution, demand for equality and opposition to 
a free market economy grew. The other remarkable reaction was German idealistic philosophy. 
For Fichte, work was the means to freedom, while Hegel thought that, through work, individuals 
could aid the development of a world of reason. 
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